
Testimonials 

After I attended the HousingWorks Training, I felt that it was a very helpful training for me as a Domestic 

Violence Advocate.  I greatly thank you and your organization for providing this kind of training. 

Sivkheng   

(She is a Cambodian advocate in Lowell area) 

*** 

i'm forwarding info on a program that i think would be useful for the membership, if folks don't already 

know about it.  HousingWorks (more info at bottom) is revamping and really newly developing a 

PHENOMENAL database for Advocates and Case Managers from various walks of life (HIV/AIDS, DV, 

homelessness/transitional housing, disability/independent living, etc.) to search for housing, submit housing 

apps, etc., for/on behalf of and with clients.  the finished product is not quite finished yet/is still being 

refined to be as comprehensive as possible AND responsive to the varied and specialized needs of the users 

as possible.  John LaBella, the database brainchild and trainer, is actively training now throughout the state 

and is also actively soliciting feedback and suggestions to ensure that it serves clients and users truly as well 

as possible. 

Sue Chandler, Domestic Violence Committe Chair 

*** 

You are without a doubt one of the most pleasant and thoughtful people I have ever encountered. I like the 

way you communicate. You think of all the angles and possibilities, and word things in such a way that 

meaning is clear and thought provoking. Thank you for your cheer and good nature, and your comfort with 

your own limitations. Most important thank you for your dream to be the best at whatever you are doing. I 

truly appreciate you, and all the great things you and HousingWorks are doing to eleviate confusion, 

repetition, and under use, of precious resources.  

 Thanks , 

Chris  DMH staff  in Haverhill 

*** 

Thanks as always for your prompt no-bullshit response. We need more  folks like you to work with.  It's a 

breath of fresh air.   Can't tell you what a pleasure it is to ask these questions and get clear,  straight and 

prompt answers. Thanks so much! 

Ross, Neighborhood Legal Services in Lynn 


